Other Electoral Products

We can supply everything you need for an election. Please see the other products that we offer below.

Polling Station Sign
Made from heavy duty PVC coated nylon with eyelets for ease of hanging, these signs are made in a range of shapes and sizes. They can also be made to order and can be printed with any logo or information you choose.

Security Sacks
These security sacks are manufactured specifically to transport or to store highly confidential material such as ballot papers and other election associated documentation. Made from high quality, heavy duty material with internal stitching to prevent tampering. Fitted with a T-bar for extra security (bar goes through eyelets and is secured with a cable-tie type seal). Please see our security seals page for relevant seals.

Customisable Tablecloth
These hard-wearing tablecloths are ideal for branding and identification at polling stations and at the count. Made to order from a range of colours, they can be printed with your choice of logo or polling day information. Each tablecloth can be personalised with ward or Local Authority details. Please call for more information.

To see our entire range of electoral products please visit [www.versapak.co.uk](http://www.versapak.co.uk)

Security Seals

Our ballot boxes and other electoral bags are fitted with a locking mechanism that is used with one of our security seals as shown below. When the seal is inserted into the locking mechanism on the zip your bag is completely tamper evident. Our seals also act as a deterrent.

We supply many varieties of seals from plain, logo or personalised seals to individually numbered or barcoded seals for extra protection and traceability. We also stock a range of pull and tie seals which can be used to secure ballot boxes, postal vote wallets and security sacks.
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To see our entire range of electoral products please visit [www.versapak.co.uk](http://www.versapak.co.uk)

Tel: +44 (0)20 8333 5300  [www.versapak.co.uk](http://www.versapak.co.uk)

For International Customers [www.versapakinternational.com](http://www.versapakinternational.com)
Established in 1973, Versapak is a manufacturer of tamper evident ballot boxes, electoral supplies and security seals. Versapak has worked with national and local governments as well as trade unions and other organisations to understand the whole process of elections. We have developed a range of ballot boxes and other tamper evident electoral products knowing the importance of running an organised and unbiased election.

At Versapak, products are made in our own manufacturing facility in Europe. If you don’t find exactly what you need in this flyer please call us on +44 (0)20 8333 5300 for more information.

Ballot Boxes

Our ballot boxes are unique as they are foldable (for ease of storage and transport), whilst also featuring a solid lid posting slot. This is necessary to prevent voters from being able to reach into a box and take slips out. In addition each ballot box is fitted with dual tamper evident lids for the highest level of security during and after voting. This additional lid offers a section for the safe storage of the paperwork needed to accompany the ballot box. The lid is fitted with a locking mechanism for use with one of our security seals to ensure that the contents cannot be tampered with.

The full size ballot box can hold up to 65 litres and is reusable for between 50-100 elections.

We manufacture a range of bags and wallets for all election purposes. If you don’t find exactly what you are looking for in this flyer then please visit www.versapak.co.uk for more information.

Presiding Officer Carry Case
This clear carry bag is used by Presiding Officers during elections for important confidential paperwork. It is made from heavy duty clear material and is fitted with a large gusset for bulky contents. It has reinforced carry handles for comfort and has an internal entry address/identification window.

Product Code - BALLOTPRES
Size (WxHxD): 508 x 356 x 153mm

Reusable Wallet and Pencil Case
The Versapak reusable wallet and pencil case are ideal for storing and transporting documents and stationery items. They are made from light quality PVC and include an internal entry address/identification window. Please note that the standard version of this bag is not fitted with our tamper evident locking device. We can of course manufacture a tamper evident version on request.

PRODUCT CODE: DOC_WALLET
Bag Size (WxH): 300 x 395mm
PRODUCT CODE: PEN_WALLET
Pencil Case Size (WxH): 140 x 255mm

Postal Vote/Security Wallet
The Versapak Postal Vote Wallet is designed to securely store postal votes as they are received or to send them from department to department. They come in a variety of sizes and are available either flat or with a gusset to hold bulkier contents.

Wallet with Gusset (WxHxD):
PRODUCT CODE: ZG1
SIZE: 355 x 250 x 75mm
PRODUCT CODE: ZG2
SIZE: 406 x 305 x 75mm
PRODUCT CODE: ZG3
SIZE: 457 x 355 x 75mm
PRODUCT CODE: ZG4
SIZE: 457 x 355 x 125mm

Flat Wallet (WxH):
PRODUCT CODE: CVF1
SIZE: 286 x 336mm
PRODUCT CODE: CVF2
SIZE: 355 x 385mm
PRODUCT CODE: CVF3
SIZE: 355 x 470mm

Established in 1973, Versapak is a manufacturer of tamper evident ballot boxes, electoral supplies and security seals. Versapak has worked with national and local governments as well as trade unions and other organisations to understand the whole process of elections. We have developed a range of ballot boxes and other tamper evident electoral products knowing the importance of running an organised and unbiased election.